
LIVING IN ITALY

Here are a few common mistakes foreigners make when living in Italy. Making only expat friends. Italy can be
complicated. Its bureaucracy can.

As the capital, Rome hosts all principle institutions of the country â€” it is the center of all political, economic,
and diplomatic headquarters. While this has wide-reaching implications for the country's economy, it also
means something very important to ordinary people: almost everything is closed at lunch. With your friends, a
good bit of advice would be to simply follow other people's lead: if they are accustomed to a kiss they will
probably warn you and say 'un baccio' before they move in for the kill. Lifestyle in Italy Living well in Italy is
all about perspective. Other Expat Destinations Florence Firenze is the capital city of the famous region of
Tuscany, the region where many of the best Italian wines come from. The cost of living in Italy varies
depending on location, just like it does in the U. Rome Rome Roma is the capital of Italy and is home to over
2. Individual homes are on a metered supply controlled by the local municipality. Italians are warm,
welcoming people who love to relax, celebrate and socialise with family and friends. Your future employer
will have to bring your case before the Labor Office and the Immigration Office to receive an entry clearance.
And, of course, life in little countryside villages where traditions are still strong will be very different from life
in big, modern cities like Milan. Living in Italy Looking to settle in the sun, enjoy a slower pace of life and
mingle with the friendly locals? Super importantly, if you want to tell an Italian guy or girl you like them, you
have to say 'mi piaci'. This visa is not usually applied for. At this extremely global moment in history, that
means that the country is quite diverse, home to people from all over the world who bring their own customs
and traditions into the mix. For expats who prefer a luxurious lifestyle, expensive cities such as Rome and
Milan offer extravagant accommodations. It also offers a number of tourist sites, including the Vatican City
and the Colosseum. There is plenty of information on Italian residency, italian immigration and italian
citizenship in our page 'Living Legally in Italy'. Drinking too much at parties Some cultures drink more than
others and the Italians drink less than most. Brain flight Because of the lack of decent job opportunities here in
Italy, many bright young people are leaving to seek gainful employment abroad. There are thousands of other
well-known destinations that expats choose when moving to Italy, such as Genoa Genova , Naples Napoli ,
Turin Torino , Venice Venezia , and Palermo, to name merely a few. If you living in a major city, public
transportation is very affordable. Its bureaucracy can baffle and most of the information you need to live a rich
and full life is probably going to be written in Italian or bad English, if it's written down at all. Obviously,
group social contexts are one thing, business meetings and dates are another. No matter how big or small a
piazza may be, you can be sure there will always be people sitting, strolling, walking, talking and interacting
with one another. In Italy, conversation is an art form. To learn more about the cost of living in Italy, check
out our breakdown of living expenses. The city is also a renowned center of performing arts, particularly
opera, with the world-famous La Scala opera house located there. Location: One of the first things to consider
when moving to Italy is exactly where in the country you want to go. The country's public hospitals are
extremely good and expats can easily get access to doctors, specialists and dentists in even the most rural
areas. The quality of produce is also exceptional, as strict food laws prevent the excessive use of preservatives
or colourings. To find out which nationals entering Italy require which type of visa, please visit the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs website for more detailed information. However, moving to Italy or any other country for that
matter is often fraught with difficulty. This fascinating mix of activities is one of the things that makes Italy
one of the best places to live.


